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In research for new rooms in the Great Pyramid, Dr. Khalil Messiha (Fig. 1) the Egyptian 

physician and archaeologist spent more than four years in analytical and research studies. 

In the beginning of the year 1967, he applied officially to the Egyptian Antiquities 

Department, and was permitted to work in Mars 2nd 1967 in coUaboration with Dr. 

Hishmat Messiha curator of Giza pyramids area (Ex-director of the Egyptian Antiquity 

Department 1987). 

Dr. Khalil decided to start his investigations and excavations in the Queen's room based 

on analysis study to historical and archaeological evidences. 


The basis he believed that there should be a secret burial chamber for Khufu were: 

1-The so-caHed King's and Queen's rooms were built in the super structure-whereas most 

other pyramids had only one subterranean burial chamber hewn out ofthe bedrock below 

the super structure. The hewn subterranean room of the Great Pyramid was left 

unfinished by the pyramid builders, and it was not at aU used as aburial chamber. 

2-Referrence to pyramid texts which composed of speils that have evidence being written 

before pyramid age; an important elements the identification ofthe dead king with Osiris. 

The king would become one ofthe circumpolar stars. The king is said to spent his after 

life in the boat ofRe. We have three items that should be applied in the pyramid structure 

to achieve the symbolic religious texts. Two of these items were discovered by 

Egyptologists in the Great pyramid and its complex. 

2.1-Identification ofthe dead king with Osiris: Herodotus description ofthe secret room 

where Kuhfu was buried is very similar to the Osireion temple arrangement foun d near 

Setti I temple at Abydos in Upper Egypt. Herodotus during his visit to Giza Plateau (c. 

440 BC) was told that beneath the pyramid there were vaults constructed on a kind of 

island, which was surrounded by water brought from the Nile by a canal. On this island 

the body of Cheops (Khufu) was said to lie. No trace, however, of either the canal or the 

island has yet been found .. The Osireion construction is a symbol of the legend of the 

creation where Osiris was buried on the eternal hilI (island) surrounded by primeval 

waters. Dr. Khalil & Dr. Hishmat believed that most probably there is a secret roorn 

beneath the Great Pyramid to comply with the description of Herodotus and the 

arrangement ofthe Osirieon. (Khalil Messiha, unpublished report, 4 Feb 1987). Although 

the Osirieon is a construction ofMerenptah (1213-1203 RC) the pharaoh ofthe Modern 

Kingdom, it is evidently believed that it resembles the arrangement ofan older temple of 

the Old Kingdom. 


Herodotus denied the existence of similar arrangement of burial chambers in the second 

pyramid which still true until today as our knowledge. Although not aH of Herodotus 

information about the pyramids and pyramid construction can be taken at face vaJue, 

many ofhis aspects have good evidence oftruth. 

Herodotus in his description ofthe causeway, stated that it was built ofpolished stone on 




Fig.l-Dr. Khalil Messiha in the area of the Great P}Tamid. Photo Ulken 1989. 
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chamber was found other pyramids like unfinished pyramid at 
dates to 4th Dynasty, pyramid ofthe 4th Dynasty, 
Dynasties and Djoser ofthe 3rd Dynasty. 
4~The three rooms Pyramid are void ofany inscriptions or 
probably the burial chamber of Khufu should have inscriptions 
covering its walls as happened in other funeral constructions. Selim 
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by radionie and instruments he found entranee loeation and a 
hollow space at about 20 meters down the Queen's chamber. Moreover his Instruments 
detected a ray emitting from a mummified body of a man or an animaL 

previously mentioned; Dr. Khalil was permitted by 

Departrnent to work in March 1967 in Queen's ehamber in collaboration with Dr. 


Messiha. had the workmen who had previous experience 
exeavations ofKhufu "Solar Boat" It is worth mentioning here that floor ofthis 
was covered with a layer of eementious and aB the details of the 
concealed the floor which had not been known hAT"''''''' 

Dr. Khalil. 
A comparison of the Queen's ehamber floor before and exeavations of 

the stone slabs of the original floor were not dear before 1976 (Fig. 
the appearance of original floor stone slabs in the picture of 1990-the one to 

Khalil's diseovery ofthe original floor slabs an evidenee in ,rPyramids 
the book written by Edwards. book Is considered one ofthe most important 
referenees. Most Egyptologists use his editions, first published in London at 1 
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Fig. 2-Khufu secret burial chamber discovered by Dr. Khalil is shown in the longitudinal section he 
prepared and drawn on Mars 1967. 



Fig. J-The Queen's chamber original floor slabs are shown in the photo to the right taken 1980. The photo 
to the 1eft taken at the b ginning of the 20th century doesn 't show any stone floor. 



the mud layer and 
the old excavations continued 1967. 
Another evidence about what Dr. Khalil found comes from Flinders Petrie's notes. 
description on 1883 about Queen 's chamber: chapter 7 section as folIows: "the 
general floor is hopelessly irregular, consisting plainly of rough core masonry; 
furthermore, it has been built over with similar rough masonry, which was afterwards 
stripped down to insert chamber walls" Petrie added m the same section "But all round 
the chamber, and the lower part of the passage leading to it, is a footing of fine stone, at 
the rough floor level." (petrie: The Pyramids and of Gizeh, London, 

described the unfinished floor of the Queen's chamber talked about a floor 
slabs if the builders set it, the chamber floor level will to 
thickness. Did the 10 cm removed by Dr. Khalil composed ofmud 
dust made by the foots ofthousands ofvisitors through the ages or it was made 
by pyramid builders? 
The original floor of the Queen 's chamber (5x5 meters) is made of huge fine limestone 
blocks of various During their work in cleaning this layer of mud, the workers 
found chips of the ancient bronze tools. These were specially packed and sent on 11 th 

Mars 1967 to the laboratory of the Cairo Egyptian museum for analysis. 
The workers found it very difficult to remove the entrance stone as ~~.....~._ 
Kahlil. The stone were very heavy and defied every effort to remove it. 
continued from 7th Mars to 13 th Mars without success. The team work was 
remove the stones without destroying them. Dr. Khalil stated his notes that stones 
were glued to each other by a very strong mortar which was hardly noticed by 
eyes. It sounds that the pyramid builders used a special kind of mortar in the important 
parts of the pyramid construction. writings about the casing stones blocks the 
pyramid made the following statement mean thickness of the joints of the 
eastem casing stones 1S 0.02 inches (petrie, p.13). In the body ofthe pyramid the blocks 
are very roughly shaped and not at all carefully built together. Considerable gaps are 
found which are part filled with a of smaH pieces of stone a poor 
mortar. That this mortar has, or ever had quahty may weIl be doubted, 
the filling in ofany considerable holes blocks 
to whole mass building (Somers Clarke, p.81). The 
mOrtar ofthickness about 0.02 inches in the stones and the Queen's chamber 
stones was not by It was not to use such mortar with a great 

if the paving stones were set on the bed rock or sands and masonry core. 
probably the pyramid builders used this technique to hide their secrets safely under the 

stone slabs. However Dr. Khalil restarted again his analysis work by Radionies on 
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analysis 
mummified body ofa man or animal at a 

the team work decided rather than the stone blocks the floor, drill a 
small hole of only 2 inches diameter through which they passed a probe wire, which 
went down for more meters. Also, through that hole the chiefofworkmen passed 
his palm the stone brought chalky powder of a reddish color, part of it was 
sent to the laboratory Egyptian museum. 
The ancient Egyptian tools and radionic computer of Dr. Khalil indicated that 
this was the true King Khufu's chamber. 

The sarcophagus in the king's chamber found empty since the pyramid 
amoun's men in the 9th century A.D. Selim Hassan believed that the was 

at the time of the revolution came the end of 6th Dynasty kings 
access to this room was abandoned through the ages and the sarcophagus not 
at all for the king's mummy. As mentioned before, ancient didn't 

construct any royal burial chamber over ground level at any of the Egyptian pyramids. 
Dr. Khalil found is in way or another complying with what came Herodotus 

about the secret rooms the pyramid. 

Dr. Khalil said that the world would find all the secrets ofthe Pharaohs, a new kind of 
energy like atomic energy and many other amazing discoveries. Unlike all other 
rooms in the the burial chamber" walls will be covered with 
Hieroglyphic inscriptions on fiance, or some kind of with turquoise color . 
....UII.HU'S sarcophagus (supposed to be made of Alabaster stones) and other historical 
records Iike papyrus rolls will be found there. Dr. Khalil was permitted to work only 

13 thten days, which he received an official order to halt his excavations on 
1967, and a "cosmic Rays" project begin, which had just sponsored 

and company with a team lead by Dr. Alvarez, and 
to explore the 2nd pyramid ofKhephren rather than the Pyramid ofKhufu. 

work of Dr. Khalil Messiha was pm;to(me:Cl 

to the 



Fig. 4-Khufu's coffer found in the king's room was always empty since entry of Al Mamoun's men in the 
91h century AD. 

Fig. S-King khufu statue made of ivory-reserved in Cairo Egyptian museum 



Antiquity Department on Aug. 1986 to use the microgravemeter which depends on geo
radar waves to investigate the Great Pyramid. Reference to a published study in the 
Geophysic Magazine, Jan. 87 issue, Jack Montoken, an expert of geophysics said it is 
impossible to detect the location and dimensions ofa void inside the pyramid depending 
on the survey by the microgravemeter in a corridor of only 1.00 m wide. The survey 
should be done in a large open area in order to have a contour map with the results not 
affected by the surrounding environment. This microgravemeter could be effective in the 
open land area or the mines that have enough wide space. The inside of the pyramid is 
different from an open space; the stone blocks, the great voids uke the grand gallery, 
corridors of the pyramid and the known and unknown rooms will create a huge 
background which affects the results and analysis ofthe microgravemeter. The results of 
the research confmned the difficulty ofthe analysis ofthe measurements that were taken 
in three locations in the corridor leads to the Queen's chamber with 0.50 m space 
between every location. The results referred to the possibility of the existing of a void 
near the western corner of the Queen's chamber that could be sands between stones 
(Fathy Elbedewy, pp.1 88-190). This led Dr. Khalil to meet again with the General 
Oirector, Or. Ahmed Kadry who asked hirn for more experiments at other sites (inc1uding 
the Great Sphinx), which he finished two years later and found exciting discoveries. 

Wassida University expedition: 
A Japanese team was lead by Mr. Sakuji Yoshimura of Wassida University was 
permitted on 1987 to investigate the Great Pyramid. Dr. Youshimora used 
electromagnetic waves devices which can penetrate 2-4 meters into the ancient structures . 
His expedition investigated the Queen's chamber, the King's chamber and corridors of 
the Queen' schamber. Reference to the report of Or. Y oushimora, the electromagnetic 
technique and the electromagnetic scanner he used was approved by the Japanese 
Ministry of Construction in Aug. 1986. 
Both ofthe King's and Queen's chamber ofthe great pyramid were surveyed. But when 
the recording equipment was carried into the pyramid, it was broken for unknown causes; 
therefore, unfortunately the computer analysis which was planned to be done in Japan 
could not be completed. However the results ofthe expedition after the survey of 23 Jan. 
1987 were: 
a-The existence of a void of 2.5-3.00 meters height west of the corridor leading to the 
Queen's chamber has been confirmed, as weIl as the presence in the cavity of quantities 
of sand in agreement with the French Microgravimeter measurements. 
b-Tbe scan also revealed the existence ofanother cavity behind the north western wall of 
the Queen's chamber. The cavity has a height of 1.50 m aud an estimated depth of about 
4 meters, (Sakuji Yoshimura, p.64) The report also confinned that their devices couldn't 
investigate no more than five meters down (ibid, p.6) also Fathy Elbedwy, p.18 t). 
Or. Elbedwey believes that the Japanese expedition results are only possibilities since 
when they modified the resonance of the electromagentic waves that they have used in 
the first stage of the analysis done on Jan. 23 rd 1987. After using different resonance in 
the second stage of work on Sept 3rd 1987, the results confirmed the existence of the 
cavity near the north western wall of the Queen 's chamber and denied the existence of 
the other cavity west of the corridor leads the Queen ' s chamber. (Fathy Elbedewy, 
pp.181) 
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The Japanese electromagnetic scanner and the French microgravemeter results confirmed 
the possibility of existing cavities nearby the Queen's chamber; which also was the result 
of Dr. Khalil excavations. Dr. Khalil analysis studies were confmned by the insertion of 
the steel wire which lead to more than 20 meters secret passage. He found also reddish 
mortar or a kind of sands down stone slab floors, which was also detected by tbe other 
expeditions. 
The story didn't reach its end as Dr. Khalil said in the year 1967 that he is tbe opener of 
the way to the "King Khufu secrete burial chamber", and he will not go inside. He added 
that the world would not be able to open it until the year 2000. Dr. Khalil Messiha has 
passed away in peace on 29 Dec. 1998. 
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